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Disclaimer
 This document is for informational purposes only and may not be
incorporated into a contract. The proposed transaction is subject to
regulatory approvals and other closing conditions.
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What We Are Announcing
 Oracle has agreed to acquire Global Logistics Technologies, Inc.
(“G-Log”)
•

Terms undisclosed

•

Transaction expected to close in Fall 2005

 About G-Log
•

Leading provider of logistics and transportation management solutions
used globally to automate the flow of goods and information

•

G-Log’s GC3 (Global Command and Control Center) is a segment
leading solution

•

Marquee customers in multiple key industries: retail, manufacturing,
and logistics service providers

•

Approximately 180 employees

•

World-class talent with deep domain expertise across R&D, sales and
services
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Strategic Rationale
 Logistics and transportation management is a large, growing
segment with attractive dynamics
•
•

Globalization, high fuel costs, supply chain complexities and capacity
issues are driving increased requirements for logistics solutions
Logistics service providers and shippers are looking to standardize IT
platforms

 G-Log has proven segment leadership and world-class capabilities
 Creates platform for Logistics Hub solution for Fusion infrastructure
•
•
•
•

Combination extends Oracle’s logistics footprint
Complementary products in an integrated solution for planning,
optimization, execution and analysis
Most compelling, comprehensive applications / infrastructure logistics
and transportation offering for combined customers
Compatible with Oracle’s Fusion application and technology strategy

 Complementary customer base provides immediate benefits
•
•

G-Log products built on Oracle database
Over 50% of G-Log customers own Oracle applications
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Anticipated Mutual Customer Benefits
 Compelling integrated Logistics Hub solution with significant benefits
to customers
•

Enhances ability to manage and optimize transportation across
complex networks

•

Solves critical logistics requirements more comprehensively

•

Reduces complexity, time to benefit, and overall cost of ownership

 Effectively addresses evolving customer needs by harnessing the
talent and resources of combined companies
•

Respond to carrier and shipper pressures, and industry trends that are
driving the demand for complex, comprehensive logistics solutions

 After transaction closing, G-Log customers’ investments will be
supported by Oracle’s global resources and infrastructure
•

Continued focus through dedicated, expanded teams within Oracle

 Facilitate transformation of customers’ logistics operations to leadingedge infrastructure that improves competitive advantage
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Anticipated Mutual Partner Benefits
 Broaden existing ISV and developer partnerships and establish
new partnerships to complete combined footprint
•

Oracle to deliver an end-to-end solution for logistics planning,
optimization, execution and analysis

•

Solidified long-term technology and application strategy for logistics

 Opportunity for SIs specializing in logistics and transportation to
provide world-class solutions to customers across multiple
industries
•

Expanded application footprint offers additional opportunities for
partners

•

Strengthened go-to-market capabilities through Oracle’s global
sales force
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Industry Pressures Drive Need for Advanced
Logistics Solutions
Shipper Pressures

Carrier Pressures

Escalating end-customer
expectations

Capacity shortages of
drivers, railcars, ocean
slots and port capacity

Globalization driving
complex global supply
chains

Increased regulation on
hours of service rules
and security procedures

Lean initiatives and
increased volatility
increasing supply risks

Escalating fuel costs

Shrinking margins due to
commoditization of basic
services

Shrinking margins due to
commoditization of basic
services

Industry Trends
Transportation costs (6%
of GDP) growing at an
increasing rate

Increased demand for
comprehensive logistics
application solutions

Expansion, consolidation
and globalization of
outsourcing suppliers
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G-Log’s Unique Product Vision
 Single platform solution to plan, optimize, execute, analyze and
react to every aspect of how goods flow through a supply chain

Local Planning and Execution

Global Control and Visibility

Centralized Single System, Single Instance Maintenance and Execution
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Focus on Complex Logistics Networks
 Best-in-class solution for multiple tiers, business units, geographies,
modes, logistics service providers and large transaction volumes
1. Loading of goods
2. Warehouse receiving.
Storage as required
3. Container stuffing

6. International transport
(Land, Sea and/or Air)
7. Customs -destination
4. Customs - origin
5. Port services - origin

8. Port services destination

9. Container de-stuffing and warehouse
receiving. Storage as required

10. Truck loading

11. Final delivery
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End-to-End Solution for Order-Shipment
Lifecycle
Procurement Collaboration & Optimization
Logistics Order Management
Shipment Planning & Optimization
Shipment Execution:
Booking/Tendering, Status Updates, En Route Planning

Freight Payment, Customer Billing, Claims
Visibility:
Global In-Transit Inventory Visibility

Supply Chain Event Management:
Anticipate, Analyze, Resolve, Collaborate

Operational Reporting & Document Generation
Analysis – Performance, Financial, Forecasting
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G-Log Customers
 Industry leaders have implemented G-Log solutions for their global
logistics and transportation infrastructure
Discrete / Process

Logistics Service Providers

Retail

Top 5 Global
Retailer

World’s #1
Beverage Co.

Fortune 5
Company

IT

Global CPG
Company
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Compelling Combined Solution
 Combination extends Oracle logistics and transportation
management footprint and creates platform for a comprehensive
Logistics Hub solution for Fusion infrastructure
•

G-Log: Best-in-class logistics planning, optimization, execution and
analysis software

•

Oracle: Enterprise and supply chain management applications,
middleware and database technologies

 Seamless integration of Oracle and G-Log solutions
 Shared vision and aligned strategies based on industry standards
•

G-Log products have been built on Oracle’s database

•

Readily compatible with Oracle Fusion infrastructure

 Deep roster of talent focused on logistics
 Global reach and resources
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G-Log

Transportation
Applications
Logistics
Applications

Enterprise
Applications

Plan

Execute

Routing Guide

Trans. Order Mgmt.

Multi-Leg/Multi-Mode

Rating / Quoting

Carrier Selection

Manual Overrides

Consolidation

Shipping Docs

Load Configuration

Exception Mgmt

Warehouse Planning

Tender / Booking

Private Fleet

Spot Pricing

Service Time Engine

Ops. Reporting

Track

Settle

Status Updates

Freight Invoice Entry

In-Transit Visibility

Self-Invoicing

Proof of Delivery

Invoice Audit

Plan vs. Actual

Cost Allocation

Milestone Tracking

Customer Charges

Dynamic ETAs

Claims

Event Management & Workflow

Oracle

Integration Framework – Internal / External

Comprehensive Logistics Footprint

Warehouse Management

International Trade Mgt

Network Optimization

Order Fulfillment

Inventory

Procurement/Financials

Service/Maintenance

Manufacturing

HR

Business Analytics
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Post-transaction Operating Plan
 G-Log team to lead Oracle’s efforts in logistics and transportation
•

Draw on proven expertise and success

 Integrate G-Log staff into Oracle functional organizations
•

Create specialist teams to maintain focus

 Develop seamless integrations between G-Log, Oracle E-Business
Suite (EBS) and Oracle Retail (Retek) products
 Continue to sell G-Log products as (i) standalone offering, (ii)
hosted, and (iii) as an integrated transportation management offering
for EBS or Retek
 Continue to support existing users of Oracle Transportation
Execution and Oracle Transportation Planning
 Draw on Oracle infrastructure to support and expand G-Log products
globally
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Next Steps
 General announcements – Tuesday, September 20
•

Press release

•

Outreach to customers and partners

 Complete acquisition
•

Closing anticipated in Fall 2005

 More information on www.oracle.com/g-log
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